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Abstract
Support vector machines (SVMs) are widely used and constitute one of the best examined and
used machine learning models for two-class classification. Classification in SVM is based on a score
procedure, yielding a deterministic classification rule, which can be transformed into a probabilistic
rule (as implemented in off-the-shelf SVM libraries), but is not probabilistic in nature.
In this paper we propose a novel approach to generate probabilistic outputs for the SVM. The
new method has the following three properties. First, it is designed to be cost-sensitive, and thus the
different importance of sensitivity (or true positive rate, TPR) and specificity (true negative rate,
TNR) is readily accommodated in the model. As a result, the model can deal with imbalanced data.
Second, the SVM is embedded in an ensemble method to improve its performance, making use of the
valuable information generated in the parameters tuning process. Finally, the probabilities estimation
is done via bootstrap estimates, avoiding the use of parametric models as competing approaches.
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Introduction

Supervised classification is one of the most relevant tasks in Data Science. We are given a set Ω of
individuals. Each element i ∈ Ω is represented by a pair (xi , yi ), where xi ∈ Rn is the attribute vector,
and yi ∈ C is the class membership of object i. We only have class information in T ⊂ Ω, which is called
the training sample. In its most basic version, the one considered in this paper, supervised classification
addresses two-class problems, that is to say, C = {−1, +1}.
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a powerful and state-of-the-art method in supervised classification,
that aims, in the simpler case of linear SVM, at separating both classes by means of a linear classifier,
ω > xi + β. SVM can be addressed by solving a convex quadratic programming (QP) formulation with
linear constraints. It is usual to consider its dual formulation, which allows us to use the so-called kernel
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where λ are the usual variables of the dual SVM formulation, C > 0 is a regularization parameter to be
tuned, which controls the trade-off between margin minimization and misclassification errors, and K is a
kernel such that K(xj , xk ) = φ(xj )> φ(xk ) (where φ is a mapping function that embeds the dataset into
a higher dimensional space). The kernel function K(xj , xk ) may include other parameters, such as the σ
parameter in the Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel. Such parameters have to be also tuned, in a grid
Θ.
Given an object with attribute vector x0 , the SVM algorithm produces a hard labeling in such a way
that this instance is classified in the positive or the negative class according to the sign of f (x0 ), where
P
f (x) = i∈T λi yi K(x, xi ) + β is the score function. When an attribute vector x0 is given, the value f (x0 )
is called the score value of x0 . However, the SVM method does not result in probabilistic outputs as
posterior probabilities P (y = +1 | x), which are of interest if a measure of confidence in the predictions
is sought.
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State of the art

Several attempts to obtain the posterior probabilities P (y = +1 | x) for SVM have been already carried out previously. One of them is based on assigning posterior class probabilities assuming a specific
parametric family for the posterior probability. For example, [15] proposed a logistic link function.
Also, [14] suggested to estimate P (y = +1 | x) in terms of a series of the trigonometric functions, where
the coefficients of the trigonometric expansion minimizes a regularized function. Another considered
option has been to fit Gaussians to the class-conditional densities P (f (x) | y = +1) and P (f (x) | y = −1),
as proposed in [5]. From such a choice, the posterior probability P (y = +1 | f (x)) is assumed to be a
sigmoid, whose slope is determined by the tied variance. One of the best-known heuristics to obtain
P (y = +1 | x)
probabilities is due to [10], which considers f (x) as the log-odds ratio log
. Although SVM
P (y = −1 | x)
is designed for binary classification, there are several extensions for multiclass problems, e.g. [1], and
also some attempts to construct class probabilities are found in the literature. In particular, multiclass
versions of Platt’s approach can be found in [8] and have been implemented in software packages like
LIBSVM ([2]). However, it has been criticized for failing to provide insight and for interpreting f (x) as
a log-odds ratio, which may be not accurate for some datasets, see [9].
[12] considers a different probabilistic framework for SVM classification, based on Bayesian theory.
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Again, this method as the previously commented approaches make modeling assumptions that might
not be satisfied by the data. Finally, other procedures seeking probabilistic outputs are found in the
literature, as [11, 7].
None of the previously mentioned works produce cost-sensitive models, which are of crucial importance
in many managerial decision-making problems.
Cost-sensitivity is closely related to the problem of imbalancedness in datasets. Imbalancedness may
produce unnacurate classification rates for the minority class that is often the most critical one, [3].
Several attempts in the literature have considered probabilistic outputs for the SVM in a context of
imbalancedness. For example, [13] propose robust SVM that turn out insensitive to the class imbalancedness. Their approach, the posterior probability support vector machine (PPSVM), is distribution-free and
weighs imbalanced training samples. A multiclass approach based on the method in [13] is proposed
by [4]. Also, a more sophisticated and computationally expensive alternative is proposed by [6], which
combines layers of SVM with class probability output networks (CPONs), in which strong statistical
assumptions are imposed.
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Main Contributions

In this paper we have proposed a procedure to obtain probabilistic outputs for the Support Vector Machines, through point estimates. Contrary to existing proposals, we present a method that is distributionfree and cost-sensitive. Also, it makes use of not only a single classifier but a weighted average of the
scores corresponding to the different classifiers built for the different parameters of the SVM, obtaining
more accurate results. The method turns out advantageous for operational business processes as credit
scoring or churn prediction, where the class of interest may suffer from imbalancedness.
Our proposal is compared to some benchmark methodologies. The results show that our approach
is comparable or better than such approaches if the focus is on point estimates. Two cost-sensitive
alternatives are proposed here. The first one is based on changing the way the probabilities are estimated
and the second one proposes to modify the original classifier by a cost-sensitive version.
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